
The Attack
In November 2009, a group of highly skilled hackers financed by Saudi Arabia oil conglomerates 

launched a devastating attack against the global warming movement in order to derail vital negotiations 
needed to save the world.  Or at least, so leading climate scientist Michael Mann would have you 
believe.

This attack, known as Climategate, involved the release of e-mails obtained from the University of 
East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit (CRU), a group with many influential climate scientists.  This 
was important enough Mann discusses it in the first sentence of his book The Hockey Stick and the 
Climate Wars; Dispatches from the Front Lines:

On the morning of November 17, 2009, I awoke to learn that my e-mail correspondence with fellow  
scientists had been hacked from a climate research center at the University of East Anglia in the United  
Kingdom and selectively posted on the Internet for all to see. 

On page 207, he goes into more detail:

The most malicious of the assaults on climate science would be timed for maximum impact: the run-up to  
the Copenhagen climate change summit of December 2009, a historic, much anticipated opportunity for a  
meaningful global climate change agreement.1 The episode began with a crime committed by highly  
skilled computer hackers, followed by a massive public relations campaign conducted by major players in  
the climate change denial movement.

The reference given for this claim is a single news article by Ben Webster, of the Sunday Times 
which says:

E-mails alleged to undermine climate change science were held back for weeks after being stolen so that  
their release would cause maximum damage to the Copenhagen climate conference, according to a source  
close to the investigation of the theft.

And:

The computer was hacked repeatedly, the source close to the investigation said: “It was hacked into in  
October and possibly earlier. Then they gained access again in midNovember.” By not releasing the e-
mails until two weeks before Copenhagen, the hacker ensured that the debate about them would rage  
during the summit.

But doesn't point to any evidence to support the anonymous source's claims.  There was no reason 
to blindly accept it as true at the time, and there was certainly no reason to blindly accept it as true 
years later when Mann wrote his book.  This is well-demonstrated by a follow-up article by Webster 
which said:

Almost a month before they were posted on a website popular with climate-change sceptics, the hacked  
information was sent to a BBC weatherman who had expressed his doubts about climate science on his  
blog. The BBC has confirmed that Paul Hudson received some documents on October 12 but no story was  
broadcast or printed by Mr Hudson or the corporation. 

The idea Paul Hudson had access to the Climategate e-mails was a popular one for a short while 
even though it was completely untrue.  Hudson had been forwarded some of the e-mails which later 

http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/copenhagen/article6941880.ece
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wound up being included in the Climategate release.  Webster and others misconstrued this as 
Climategate hackers having sent him the e-mails, proving hackers had access to the e-mails weeks 
before they were released.

That shows the type of reporting Mann relies on to claim hackers held off on releasing the 
Climategate e-mails to achieve the "maximum impact."  For Mann's book, a single anonymous source 
being quoted in an article by a person who doesn't understand the "forwarding" feature of e-mails is 
sufficient to determine the motive of such a major event.  Similarly, even the thinnest of basis is enough 
for Mann to claim oil interests were involved:

Saudi Web servers were among the first used to post the stolen materials,5 and Saudi Arabia was the first  
country to call for an investigation of climate scientists in what came to be known as climategate,6 leading 
some to suggest that Saudi Arabia—the world's single largest exporter of oil—may have played a role.

Web servers around the world are used to host files.  That ones in Saudi Arabia hosted material in 
no way indicates Saudi Arabia had anything to do with how the material was obtained.  This is 
especially true since the article Mann references says Russian and Turkish servers were also used. 
There is no reason to focus on the Saudi Arabia angle.  In fact, a number of journalists suggested a 
Russian connection based on the exact same logic.

None of this compares to Mann's attempt to link Climategate to Canadian Steve McIntyre.  If 
you've read my previous book, you know Mann and McIntyre have a long history due to McIntyre 
pointing out flaws in Mann's infamous hockey stick.  If not, you'll hear more about it later.  What 
matters for now is Mann does not like McIntyre, so he says:

The first link to the purloined information temporarily stashed on RealClimate was posted on Stephen  
McIntyre's climateaudit Web site.2 Digital forensics reported by the Guardian indicated that the hacker  
was based in eastern North America;3 that, combined with what was known about another incident earlier  
that year, led the Guardian journalist to question whether McIntyre might somehow have been involved,4  
a possibility that McIntyre strenuously denied.

Despite Mann's portrayal, the Guardian article never says McIntyre might have been involved. 
Even if it had, however, the entirety of the evidence against McIntyre is he lives in a particular 
timezone.  That is the quality of evidence used to support Mann's narrative on Climategate.  The 
slightest shred of evidence is enough for Mann if it supports a conclusion he likes.

That may sound familiar.  If you've read my previous book, you know Michael Mann became 
famous because of his "hockey stick graph."  This graph showed Earth's temperatures were relatively 
flat for 900 years then suddenly shot up around 1900 AD.  It was created out of data taken from nature 
in the form of tree rings, ocean corals, ice cores and other such things.  Because of that, the paper the 
work first appeared in claimed:

the long-term trend in NH is relatively robust to the inclusion of dendroclimatic indicators in the network,  
suggesting that potential tree growth trend biases are not influential in the multiproxy climate  
reconstructions.

But Mann now acknowledges in his book:

http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/feb/09/hacked-emails-police-investigation
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tests revealed that not all of the records were playing an equal role in our reconstructions. Certain proxy  
data appeared to be of critical importance in establishing the reliability of the reconstruction–in  
particular, one set of tree ring records spanning the boreal tree line of North America published by  
dendroclimatologists Gordon Jacoby and Rosanne D’Arrigo.

While the original paper claimed tree ring data (dendroclimatic indicators) were unimportant to his 
results, Mann has since acknowledged a small amount of tree ring data was actually "of critical 
importance in establishing the reliability of" his temperature reconstruction.  In other words, the graph 
which made Mann famous was based entirely upon a small amount of tree ring data Mann originally 
claimed didn't matter.



Hypocrisy
But it wasn't just a small amount of tree ring data Mann's work depended upon.  Mann's work 

depended upon a small amount of tree ring data from one part of North America.  By his own 
admission, years after the fact, Mann needed a small amount of tree ring data from one part of the 
globe to reconstruct (what he considered to be the) temperatures over the last 1,000 years.

With that in mind, it is interesting to see what Mann has to say about a controversial paper by 
Willie Soon and Sallie Baliunas.  This paper directly challenged Mann's hockey stick, saying things 
like:

Our results suggest a different interpretation of the multiproxy climates compared to recent conclusions of  
Mann et al. (1998, 1999, 2000). Because the calibration of proxy indicators to instrumental data is still a  
matter of openended research (with differing sensitivities not only for the same proxy at different locations  
but also for different proxies at the same location), it is premature to select a year or decade as the  
warmest or coldest in a multiproxy-based record.

This contradicted a major selling point of Mann's hockey stick, the prominent claims of things like:

Though expanded uncertainties prevent decisive conclusions for the period prior to AD 1400, our results  
suggest that the latter 20th century is anomalous in the context of at least the past millennium. The 1990s  
was the warmest decade, and 1998 the warmest year, at moderately high levels of confidence.

Mann and his co-authors said 1998 was likely the hottest year in at least a 1,000 years.  Soon & 
Baliunas said we couldn't hope to make judgments like that.  This upset Mann.  Having read the paper, 
he sent e-mails to people saying things like:

This is crap of the worst kind–it was written explicitly for political purposes; there is no science there at  
all

Eventually, he and 12 other climate scientists co-authored a paper in a journal named Eos.  It 
offered three central criticisms of the Soon & Baliunas paper.  One criticism begins:

It is essential to distinguish [e.g.,by compositing or otherwise assimilating different proxy information in  
a consistent manner; e.g., Jones et al., 1998; Mann et al., 1998, 1999; Briffa et al., 2001] between  
regional temperature anomalies and anomalies in hemispheric mean temperature,which must represent  
an average of temperature estimates over a sufficiently large number of distinct regions [see, for example,  
Folland et al.,2001;Trenberth and Otto-Bliesner, 2003]. 

Mann was only able to get his hockey stick due to a small amount of tree ring data from one part of 
North America, yet this paper he co-authored says it is essential one's results "must represent an 
average of temperature estimates over a sufficiently large number of distinct regions."  That is the exact 
point Mann's critics made when discussing his work.  Steve McIntyre and his co-author Ross 
McKitrick published a paper in 2005 showing Mann's hockey stick was dependent entirely upon 2 out 
of 112 of his proxies (see previous book for details).  Mann refers to this on page 138 of his book:

http://www.atmos.washington.edu/2006Q2/211/articles_optional/Soon2003_paleorecord.pdf


In effect, McIntyre and McKitrick had "buried" or "hidden" the hockey stick. They had chosen to throw  
out a critical pattern in the data as if it were noise, when an objective analysis unambiguously identified it  
as a significant pattern.

Removing a small amount of data from one part of the globe was enough to "bury" or "hide" 
Mann's hockey stick, yet according to Mann, one's results "must represent an average of temperature 
estimates over a sufficiently large number of distinct regions."  Obviously, if his results depended 
entirely upon data from one region, they did not represent "a sufficiently large number of distinct 
regions."

Precipitation
That's not the only hypocrisy present in Mann's criticism of Soon & Baliunas.  A second criticism 

Mann and the 12 other climate scientists leveled against the paper states:

In drawing inferences regarding past regional temperature changes from proxy records, it is essential to  
assess proxy data for actual sensitivity to past temperature variability. 

This says when drawing conclusions about past temperatures from proxy records, it is essential to 
make sure your proxies actually measure temperature.  That's sort of a, "Duh" thing.  What's interesting 
is what comes just a little while later:

The existence of possible underlying dynamical relationships between temperature and hydrological  
variability should not be confused with the patently invalid assumption that hydrological influences can  
literally be equated with temperature influences in assessing past climate

Hydrological refers to matters of precipitation.  This sentences stresses people cannot simply 
assume precipitation can be taken as a measurement of temperature.  That's perfectly sensible.  Only a 
paper which is "crap of the worst kind" would blithely assume a precipitation proxy automatically 
measures temperature as well.

Naturally, Mann's papers do exactly that.  A list of data used in Mann's hockey stick papers shows 
many entries like:

Mann's famous temperature reconstruction used tree ring data specifically listed as "precip," or 
precipitation proxies.  He then turned around and condemned people who disagreed with him for 
conflating precipitation and temperature proxies.  As though that weren't bad enough, the list of Mann's 
data also includes entries like:

Southeast U.S-N. Carolina  Dendro ring widths  precip      36N   80W 1005    Stahle et al 1988
Southeast U.S-S. Carolina  Dendro ring widths  precip      34N   81W 1005         "
Southeast U.S-Georgia  Dendro ring widths  precip      33N   83W 1005         "

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v430/n6995/extref/PROXY/mbh98datasummary.txt


Station precipitation proxies are written records of humans measuring the amount of rain that falls 
in an area.  Humans measured how much rain fell in an area, wrote it down, and Mann used that to try 
to reconstruct past temperatures.  

One almost has to admire the audacity of Michael Mann's hypocrisy.  He lists a full 22 proxies, of 
his 112 proxies, as precipitation proxies.  That's nearly 20% of his data.  One in five series he uses to 
try to estimate temperatures was a measurement of rainfall.  He then has the chutzpah to condemn Soon 
& Baliunas for conflating precipitation and temperature proxies!

In what may be the greatest display of a lack of self-awareness ever, Mann says on page 116 of his 
book:

That such a deeply flawed paper not only was published in peer reviewed journals, but was then  
immediately promoted so widely and uncritically by those with a clear policy ax to grind, including  
people within the highest circles of our government, was cause for widespread concern.

Mann's hockey stick was promoted at the highest levels of the global warming movement.  It was 
used in PR campaigns across the globe.  It was prominently included in the United Nation's 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) material given to policymakers to teach them 
about global warming.  One of the most known faces in the global warming discussion, Al Gore, 
former Vice President of the United States, has repeatedly used it when advocating for actions to 
combat global warming.  It, in effect, became the face of global warming.  And yet, the paper does 
things Mann says only "crap of the worst kind" would do.

Mann's hockey stick was "immediately promoted so widely and uncritically by those with a clear 
policy ax to grind."  That included "people within the highest circles of our government."  It should be 
"cause for widespread concern."

Station Precipitation            "     precipitation  12.5N 82.5E 1813      "
        "            "            "  17.5N 72.5E 1817      "
        "            "            "  37.5N 77.5W 1809      "
        "            "            "  42.5N  2.5E 1749      "
        "            "            "  42.5N  7.5E 1804      "
        "            "            "  42.5N 72.5W 1770      "
        "            "            "  47.5N  2.5E 1813      "
        "            "            "  47.5N 12.5E 1805      "
        "            "            "  52.5N 12.5E 1697      "
        "            "            "  52.5N  2.5W 1800      "
        "            "            "  57.5N  7.5W 1785      "



The Trick
There was a third criticism of the Soon & Baliunas paper.  Mann gives it in his book on page 115:

A third problem is that the authors used an inadequate definition of modern conditions. It is only for the  
past couple of decades that the hockey stick and other reconstructions showed warmth to be clearly  
anomalous. Many of the records included in the Soon and Baliunas meta-analysis either end in the mid-
twentieth century or had such poor temporal resolution that they could not capture the trends over the key  
interval of the past few decades

This argument has a number of problems.  The least of these problems is this book's copyright 
page says:

Copyright @ 2012 Michael E. Mann

Two decades prior to 2012 would be 1992.  Three decades prior would be 1982.  Mann's infamous 
hockey stick (as published in his original, 1999 paper):

Is a bit messy, but shows his reconstructed temperatures only went up to 1980.  That's where the 
reconstructed temperatures (black) and the smoothed version of them (purple) end.  After 1980, all 
there is is the red line, the modern instrumental temperature record.  That shows the "records included 
in" Mann's hockey stick didn't cover the "past couple of decades" any more than those Soon & Baliunas 
used.

That, however, is the least of the problems with Mann's argument.  He did, after all, try to compare 
the records he used to the modern instrumental record to extend his results to the "past couple of 

http://www.meteo.psu.edu/holocene/public_html/shared/research/INTERNAL/MILLENNIUM/nhem-millennium.gif


decades."  A much more serious problem is he used a "trick" to do so.  This "trick" became a major 
talking point in the global warming debate after it was found one of the Climategate e-mails by Phil 
Jones, head of the CRU, referred to using "Mike's Nature trick" to "hide the decline."  Unfortunately, 
people discussing it almost always get things wrong.  That includes Michael Mann himself.  On page 
211 of his book, he says:

In reality, neither "trick" nor "hide the decline" was referring to recent warming, but rather the far more  
mundane issue of how to compare proxy and instrumental temperature records. Jones... was referring,  
specifically, to an entirely legitimate plotting device for comparing two datasets on a single graph, as in  
our 1998 Nature article (MBH98)--hence "Mike's Nature trick."

That seems reasonable.  The graph we saw above has temperatures reconstructed from things like 
tree rings and temperatures actually measured by humans (ignoring the fact we saw above some of 
Mann's 112 proxies were actually measurements done by humans).  It make sense to compare the two. 
Mann's explanation that he used a "trick" to plot the two together is reasonable.  It is understandable.  It 
is also completely and utterly false.

To see what the trick truly was, compare the Mann reconstruction (purple line) in the figure above 
to that in this figure published by Phil Jones, author of the e-mail about the trick to hide the decline, 
and the World Meteorological Organization (WMO):

The difference may not jump right out due to the messiness of Mann's graph, so here is a cleaner 
version as used in the United Nation's Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC):

https://www.uea.ac.uk/mac/comm/media/press/2009/nov/cruupdate


That graph shows Mann's reconstructed temperatures going at the end, just like the instrumental 
temperature record.  The version Jones and the WMO published shows Mann's reconstructed 
temperatures going down at the end, contradicting the instrumental temperature record.  

The difference may appear small in these charts, but it is significant.  Mann criticizes Soon & 
Baliunas for using records which do not cover the "past couple of decades," calling that "the key 
interval."  That means what Mann's results do in the most recent portion is of key importance.  That's 
why Mann used a "trick" to "hide the decline" in his results.

That the version with temperatures declining is the correct one is easy to verify.  Mann's 
reconstructed temperatures are available online.  All anyone has to do is plot them them in graphing 
software.  There are also technical explanations of how Mann's changed his results, complete with 
programming code proving what he did.  But none of that is needed.  You see, the graph published by 
Phil Jones and the WMO is not the original graph they published.  The original graph they published 
looked very different:

https://www.uea.ac.uk/polopoly_fs/1.138392!imageManager/1009061939.jpg
http://climateaudit.org/2007/05/11/the-maestro-of-mystery/
http://www.meteo.psu.edu/holocene/public_html/shared/research/ONLINE-PREPRINTS/Millennium/DATA/RECONS/nhem-recon.dat


All of the temperature reconstructions in the original graph go up, dramatically so.  This is largely 
explained by the "hide the decline" e-mail Mann refers to:

The full quotation from Jones's e-mail was..., "I've just completed Mike's Nature trick of adding in the real  
temps to each series for the last 20 years (i.e. from 1981 onwards) and from 1961 for Keith's to hide the  
decline." Only by omitting the twenty-three words in between "trick" and "hide the decline" were change  
deniers able to fabricate the claim of a supposed "trick to hide the decline." No such phrase was used in  
the e-mail nor in any of the stolen e-mails for that matter. Indeed, "Mike's Nature trick" and "hide the  
decline" had nothing to do with each other.

Mann's argument here is quite strange.  While it's true there are twenty-three words in between the 
two phrases, those words are all prepositional phrases.  They serve no purpose other than to clarify 
what "Mike's Nature trick" is.  That there are twenty-three words explaining how "Mike's Nature trick" 
was used to "hide the decline" does not somehow make the two phrases unrelated.

Regardless, the e-mail largely explains why there are two different WMO graphs.  As Jones said, 
he added the instrumental temperature record to the reconstructed temperatures. Or as Mann explains, 
Jones:

seamlessly merged proxy and instrumental data into a single curve, without explaining which was which.  
That was potentially misleading, though not intentionally so; he was only seeking to simplify the picture  
for the largely nontechnical audience of the WMO report.

It is difficult to see how the difference between the two versions of the WMO report are merely 
"potentially misleading."  The two are dramatically different, and nobody looking at the original 
version could possibly guess what the real version would look like.  Similarly, it is difficult to see how 
someone whose express intent was to "hide the decline" did not "intentionally" mislead people. 



Misleading people is the point of hiding things.
Even so, Mann shows Jones felt "Mike's Nature trick" was to seamlessly "merge[] proxy and 

instrumental data into a single curve." This belief was likely encouraged by the fact Jones's e-mail 
referring to the trick began:

Dear Ray, Mike and Malcolm,

That would be Raymond Bradley, Michael Mann and Malcolm Hughes, the three authors of this 
hockey stick graph.  None of them corrected him.  Mann didn't say, "I didn't do that."  Neither he nor 
the others said, "Hey, doing that is potentially misleading."  Instead, they signed off on it.  Or at least, 
Mann did.  Mann was so not bothered by what Jones did he was happy to put it on his resume:

Jones, P.D., Briffa, K.R., Osborn, T.J., Mann, M.E., Bradley, R.S., Hughes, M.K., Cover  Figure for World  
Meteorological Organization (WMO) 50th Year Anniversary Publication: Temperature changes over  the  
last Millennium, 2000.

Jones told Mann and his co-authors he was going to use "Mike's Nature trick" to "hide the decline" 
on the cover of a WMO report, and rather than say a word in complaint, Mann decided to sign his name 
to it.  That obviously paints Mann in a different light than in his book where he tries to pretend it was 
all Jones's doing.

And his book isn't the only place Mann has tried that.  When the University of East Anglia (to 
which the CRU belongs) investigated the Climategate e-mails, it concluded:

In relation to “hide the decline”, we find that, given its subsequent iconic significance (not least the use of  
a similar figure in the TAR), the figure supplied for the WMO Report was misleading in not describing  
that one of the series was truncated post 1960 for the figure, and in not being clear on the fact that proxy  
and instrumental data were spliced together.

The investigation call the figure misleading, in part because of something we haven't covered yet. 
Of all the misleading things done in the WMO figure, the worst was what was done to Keith Briffa's 
results.  You can see it by comparing the green lines in the two figures.  The dramatic decline in Briffa's 
results was hidden not by just splicing instrumental temperature onto his results, but by first deleting all 
of Briffa's results after 1960 and then splicing instrumental temperature onto what was left.

In any event, people claimed this showed Mann was responsible for misleading people.  One group 
claiming this, the Competitive Enterprise Institute (CEI), is the subject of a libel lawsuit filed by Mann. 
In its court pleadings, CEI says the investigation concluded:

that some renditions of the “hockey stick” diagram were “misleading in not describing that one of the  
series was truncated post 1960 for the figure, and in not being clear on the fact that proxy and  
instrumental data were spliced together.”[53 – MR at 60] These two manipulations, it explained, related  
to the attempts mentioned in the Climategate emails to “hide the decline” through “Mike’s [i.e., Mann’s]  
Nature trick.” [54 -MR at 60] 

Mann's court pleadings say:

https://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/wcp/wcdmp/documents/913_en.pdf
http://www.meteo.psu.edu/holocene/public_html/Mann/about/cv.php


In their brief, the CEI Defendants suggest that the University of East Anglia’s investigation actually found  
that the hockey stick graph was “misleading” because it did not identify that certain data was  
“truncated” and that other proxy and instrumental temperature data had been spliced together. See CEI  
Anti-SLAPP Mem. at 16-17; NRO Mem. at 35. This allegation is yet another example of Defendants’ 
attempts to obfuscate the evidence in this case. The “misleading” comment made in this report had  
absolutely nothing to do with Dr. Mann, or with any graph prepared by him. Rather, the report’s comment  
was directed at an overly simplified and artistic depiction of the hockey stick that was reproduced on the  
frontispiece of the World Meteorological Organization’s Statement on the Status of the Global Climate in  
1999.41 Dr. Mann did not create this depiction, and the attempt to suggest that this report suggested an  
effort by Dr. Mann to mislead is disingenuous.

If the WMO figure "had absolutely nothing to do with Dr. Mann," why was he talking to the 
person he blames for the figure about how to create the figure?  Why did he include it in his resume as 
something he had done?  If the report does not suggest "an effort by Dr. Mann to mislead," why did 
Mann knowingly take credit for a figure which used a "trick" to "hide the decline" in results that 
anyone with two eyes could see if it wasn't covered up?

The Trick, Explained
It's now clear why Phil Jones felt "Mike's Nature trick" is something Michael Mann had done. 

Mann did everything he could to encourage that belief.  Still, Mann's graphs did not show his 
reconstructed results shooting up like the WMO figure did.  Clearly, there is some difference between 
what Jones and Mann did.

When considering what the difference might have been, it's worth examining another figure from 
the IPCC chapter Mann headed up, one which shows mostly the same reconstructions as the WMO 
report:

http://www.grida.no/climate/ipcc_tar/wg1/images/fig2-21.gif


The two figures are obviously different.  The IPCC report does not show the reconstructions sky-
rocketing like the WMO report did.  However, once again, the green line does not show a dramatic 
decline.  Instead, it simply ends at 1960.  Once again, inconvenient portions of a line were simply 
removed.

And that is the answer.  That is the difference between what Mann's trick and what Jones did. 
Jones spliced instrumental data onto the proxy data and left it at that.  Mann spliced the two together 
then deleted all the excess so his line wouldn't go farther than his results went.  That sounds weird, 
right?  If you splice instrumental data in at 1980 then delete all data after 1980, how could that change 
your results?

The answer is in a thing called "smoothing."  Mann's original hockey stick graph was messy.  If 
you tried to combine multiple graphs like that together, it'd be unreadable.  To make it easier to look at 
his results, Mann did something people often do – he simplified his results.  He did this by "smoothing" 
his data.  When you smooth your data, you basically show the average of that data.  There are many 
ways to do this.  Some can be quite complicated.  That's not important though.  What is important is 
when you want to look at the "average" values around a particular point, you want to look at the data 
on both sides of that point.  You can't do that at the ends of a graph where you only have data on one 
side.

One way to address that problem is to simply stop your "smooth" once you don't have enough data 
on both sides.  That ensures your "averages" are truly the "averages" you say they are.  It also prevents 
you from showing results near the edges of your graph.

To get around that, one solution is to "pad" the data you're smoothing with other data so you have 
enough to calculate an "average" at all points for your graph.  You could do this by copying the last 
value in your data file over and over.  You could add a bunch of zeroes to the end of your data file.  You 
could splice in an entirely different series.  Each will introduce its own sorts of problems.

In Mann's case, he chose the last of those options.  He, like Jones, chose to splice instrumental data 
onto his proxy data.  He then smoothed it to get a simpler graph to look at.  He's even admitted this in a 
comment at a blog he helped create, Real Climate:

there is some ambiguity regarding the smoothed curves used to indicate the long-term variations in the  
record, as the boundary conditions have not always been stated. Boundary conditions are sometimes used  
at the end of a time series so that the smoothed line can come up to the ends. The methods used for this  
end-point problem in smoothing are problematic, often ambiguous and various alternative approaches  
have been used in the literature. They were used in the last two IPCC reports and even in the most recent  
IPCC report, different methods are adopted in different chapters. Over the past 5 years (Mann 2004;  
Mann et al, 2008), we have favored an “optimal boundary condition” approach which minimizes the  
misfit of the smoothed data and raw data with respect to combinations of alternative boundary  
constraints.

In some earlier work though (Mann et al, 1999), the boundary condition for the smoothed curve (at 1980)  
was determined by padding with the mean of the subsequent data (taken from the instrumental record).  
This does make a small difference near the end of the series. 

That "small difference" is the difference between Mann's reconstructed temperatures going up in 
recent times and them going down in recent times.  It is the difference between Mann's reconstructed 

http://www.meteo.psu.edu/~mann/shared/articles/MannGRL08.pdf
http://www.realclimate.org/?comments_popup=1853#comment-143623


temperatures doing the same thing as the instrumental data does and them doing the opposite.  It's 
relatively small, but it would definitely have created a problem for Mann's graph.  Had he not used a 
trick to hide it, people would have wondered why his reconstruction did not go up in the "the key 
interval of the past few decades."

In other words, Michael Mann used a trick to hide an inconvenient aspect of his results.  And when 
he headed up a chapter of the IPCC, he kept using that trick, but he added another one – deleting results 
from another paper which were inconvenient.  And when he worked with Phil Jones to create a figure 
for the cover of a WMO report, he signed off on extending his trick to the point of pretending the 
instrumental record was really part of the proxy record.

And after all that, he now tells everybody he had nothing to do with any "trick" to "hide the 
decline."  Just like he's been saying, for over a decade:

No researchers in this field have ever, to our knowledge, “grafted the thermometer record onto” any  
reconstruction. It is somewhat disappointing to find this specious claim (which we usually find originating  
from industry-funded climate disinformation websites) appearing in this forum. 

Hypocrisy, Redux
While Mann's tricks and deceptions are certainly interesting in and of themselves, what makes 

them especially interesting is how they relate to Mann's vituperative criticisms of the work done by 
Soon & Baliunas.  Whether or not Soon & Baliunas did good work, Mann described it as:

crap of the worst kind–it was written explicitly for political purposes; there is no science there at all

Because of things he could have said about his own work.  Soon & Baliunas may have examined 
their data in a way which didn't ensure any signals they found were representative of "an average of 
temperature estimates over a sufficiently large number of distinct regions," but Mann's conclusions 
were dependent entirely upon data from a single region.  

Soon & Baliunas may have conflated temperature and precipitation signals without ensuring the 
two were directly related, but Mann listed nearly 20% of the data he used to estimate past temperatures 
as precipitation measurements.

Soon & Baliunas may have used proxy data which "could not capture the trends over the key 
interval of the past few decades," but Mann hide what his data showed in its most recent portions. 
When heading up a chapter for the IPCC, he deleted data to hide what it showed in its most recent 
portions.  When working with a colleague on what to show on the cover of a WMO report, he did all 
that and more, going so far as to pretend instrumental data was really proxy data.

As if all that was not troubling enough, Mann refers to the deletion of part of Keith Briffa's results 
by saying:

http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2004/12/myths-vs-fact-regarding-the-hockey-stick/comment-page-1/#comment-345


These data show an enigmatic decline in their response to warming temperatures after roughly 1960,  
perhaps because of pollution21–that is the decline that Jones was referring to.

While “hide the decline” was poor–and unfortunate–wording on Jones’s part, he was simply referring to  
something Briffa and coauthors had themselves cautioned in their original 1998 publication: that their  
tree ring density should not be used to infer temperatures after 1960 because they were compromised by  
the divergence problem.

Mann vehemently criticized Soon & Baliunas because their proxy data could not "capture the 
trends over the key interval of the past few decades," yet here, when confronted with data which also 
did not capture such trends for some "enigmatic" reason, Mann feels it is okay to delete that data. 
Mann doesn't know the deleted data is corrupted in any way.  All he knows is it doesn't give the results 
he believes are right, and that's enough to delete it.

Soon & Baliunas may not have had the proxy data to "capture the trends over the key interval of 
the past few decades," but at least they didn't delete or hide the data they did have to ensure it gave the 
"right" results.

Gatekeeping
As troubling as Michael Mann's hypocrisy may be, it is important to remember he was not alone in 

this.  Not only did Mann have two co-authors on his hockey stick, he had 12 co-authors on his Eos 
paper criticizing Soon & Baliunas.  They included his hockey stick co-authors Raymond Bradley and 
Malcolm Hughes, but it also included Phil Jones and Keith Briffa, people responsible for the two other 
reconstructions shown in the WMO figure.  Basically everybody who had published a millennial 
temperature reconstruction signed off on this.

None of these people spoke out against Mann's hypocrisy.  They were content to show the same 
reconstructions, with the same tricks and deletions, while condemning Soon & Baliunas for doing 
things far less dishonest.  

Even editors of scientific journals signed onto this.  The Climategate e-mails shed a lot of light on 
the details of what happened, but Mann's book tells enough of the story.  On page 120, he says one Eos 
editor, Hans Von Storch, resigned over this.  Mann explains:

Von Storch's resignation had been precipitated by the refusal of the journal's publisher, Otto Kinne, to  
allow him to publish an editorial expressing the view that the peer review process had clearly failed with  
the Soon and Baliunas paper.37 Several other editors quit as well (ultimately six editors—half the  
editorial board—would quit in protest over the incident).

Do outright dishonest things to get results everybody else gets, and you're welcomed as a friend in 
this field.  Do things everybody else in the field tolerates from their friends but get results they don't 
like, and you're viciously attacked.

It isn't even a secret.  People claimed the Climategate e-mails show this was standard practice in 
the field.  Mann responds to this on page 213, not by denying it, but by saying:



Some critics also claimed that the e-mails revealed a culture of “gatekeeping,” that climate scientists,  
myself included, were unfairly preventing skeptics from publishing in the peer reviewed literature. So  
claimed Patrick Michaels25 of the libertarian26 Cato Institute roughly a month after the CRU hack in a  
December 17 Wall Street Journal op-ed.27 Peer review, however, is by definition gatekeeping; it is  
intended to keep seriously deficient work from polluting the scientific literature.28

Mann doesn't deny there is a culture of gatekeeping; he openly admits it.  He says its a good thing. 
He says it exists "to keep seriously deficient work from polluting the scientific literature," but as the 
Soon & Baliunas controversy shows, "seriously deficient work" is just work which gets results these 
climate scientists don't like.



The Second "Hockey Stick"
For all his verbiage, Mann said "the important 'hockey stick' pattern" exists in only a small amount 

of data. If you include that data, you get a hockey stick. If you don't include that data, you don't get a 
hockey stick.

If there is one thing to take away from my previous book, that is it.  Two proxies from a single 
region were the entire source of Michael Mann's famous hockey stick results.  Both essential proxies 
were tree ring proxies, yet Mann's first hockey stick paper said:

the long-term trend in NH is relatively robust to the inclusion of dendroclimatic indicators in the network,  
suggesting that potential tree growth trend biases are not influential in the multiproxy climate  
reconstructions.

Not only is that claim simply false, the essential proxies weren't suitable for use in temperature 
reconstructions in the first place.  Mann's original hockey stick was nothing more than him relying on 
two bad proxies, proxies he claimed didn't even matter.  I bring this up because ten years later, when 
announcing a new "hockey stick" paper, Mann said:

"Ten years ago, we could not simply eliminate all the tree-ring data from our network because we did not  
have enough other proxy climate records to piece together a reliable global record... With the  
considerably expanded networks of data now available, we can indeed obtain a reliable long-term record  
without using tree rings." 

He makes the same claim regarding his 2008 paper on page 189 of his book:

We had made use of a greatly expanded dataset, adequate for reconstructing past temperatures even  
without the much-maligned tree ring data

And on page 190:

With far more ice core and sediment records now available, we were able to obtain a meaningful  
reconstruction of the Northern Hemisphere average temperature for the past thirteen hundred years  
without using tree ring data at all.

In 1998, Mann claimed he could "eliminate all tree-ring data from" his network and get the same 
results.  Ten years later, he says that wasn't possible in 1998, but now it is.  If it wasn't true the first 
time, why should anyone believe it is true this time?

But even if it were true, would it really confirm Mann's earlier reconstruction?  That reconstruction 
was called the "hockey stick graph" because of its dramatic shape, which looked like a hockey stick. 
Here is Mann's 2008 "hockey stick" figure:

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2008/09/080901205717.htm
http://www.pnas.org/content/early/2008/09/02/0805721105.full.pdf




Again, it's fairly messy.  Still, if you look at Mann's new reconstructions (labeled EIV and CPS), 
it's difficult to see how they confirm any "hockey stick."  The green line has significantly elevated past 
temperatures, making it look more like a boomerang than a hockey stick.

The Arguments
As Mann says on page 190, it didn't take long for his primary critic to respond to the new paper:



Stephen McIntyre wasted little time in launching a series of attacks on the PNAS paper... Teaming up with  
his former coauthor Ross McKitrick, he submitted a short letter to the editor of PNAS claiming our  
reconstruction used "upside down proxy data."52 That was nonsensical; as we pointed out in our  
response,53 one of our methods didn't assume any orientation, while the other used an objective procedure  
for determining it.54

Mann refers to two methodologies used in his paper, composite plus scale (CPS) and "errors-in-
variables" (EIV), saying neither could result in data being used upside down.  He dismisses the idea is 
"nonsensical."  In his published response, he said:

The claim that “upside down” data were used is bizarre. Multivariate regression methods are insensitive  
to the sign of predictors. Screening, when used, employed one-sided tests only when a definite sign could  
be a priori reasoned on physical grounds. 

These statements are not very detailed, so before judging them, it would help to start on more basic 
issues.  On page 191, Mann says:

McIntyre settled then on a more specific avenue of attack: our use of a small group of sediment records  
from Lake Korttajarvi in central Finland.

Before proceeding any further, it's important to quote what McIntyre and McKitrick wrote about 
upside data having been used upside down:

Their non-dendro network uses some data with the axes upside down, e.g., Korttajarvi sediments, which  
are also compromised by agricultural impact (M. Tiljander, personal communication), and uses data not  
qualified as temperature proxies (e.g., speleothem δ13C). 

The "Korttajarvi sediments" they referred to as having been used upside down are the very same 
same proxies Mann claims McIntyre and McKitrick "settled" on attacking, as though they had changed 
their avenue of attack.  The reality is those proxies, called the Tiljander proxies (after Mia Tiljander, the 
person who they were taken from), were always the central focus of McIntyre's criticisms of Mann 
2008.  Mann just pretends this was a new argument so he can say McIntyre was:

employing—it would seem—the strategy of throwing as much mud against the wall as possible and  
hoping that some would stick.

In any event, Mann goes on to say:

But this was quite inconsequential and, ironically, we were the ones who had raised concerns about these  
particular data in the first place, not McIntyre. We had included them for consideration only to be  
complete in our survey of proxy records in the public domain. In the online supplementary information  
accompanying publication of our PNAS article, we had both noted the potential problems with these  
records and showed that eliminating them made absolutely no difference to the resulting reconstruction.57 

McIntyre had thus attempted to fabricate yet another false controversy, in this case out of an issue that  
was noted first by us, and was explicitly shown by us not to make any difference.

This claim refers to a figure in the Supplementary Material published for Mann's 2008 paper.  It 
shows what he says it shows.  As the text explains:

http://www.pnas.org/content/suppl/2008/09/02/0805721105.DCSupplemental/0805721105SI.pdf#nameddest=SF8
http://www.pnas.org/content/106/6/E10.full
http://www.pnas.org/content/106/6/E11.full


Sensitivity Analyses (NH Temperatures). Sensitivity to use of tree-ring data in early centuries. We  
examined the influence of use of tree-ring data on the resulting long-term CPS and EIV reconstructions in  
Fig. S7 below.

Potential data quality problems. In addition to checking whether or not potential problems specific to  
tree-ring data have any significant impact on our reconstructions in earlier centuries (see Fig. S7), we  
also examined whether or not potential problems noted for several records (see Dataset S1 for details)  
might compromise the reconstructions. These records include the four Tijander et al. (12) series used (see  
Fig. S9) for which the original authors note that human effects over the past few centuries unrelated to  
climate might impact records

The first test showed removing tree ring data did not affect Mann's 2008 results, meaning they 
were "robust to the inclusion of dendroclimatic indicators in the network."  The second test showed 
removing the Tiljander proxies did not affect Mann's 2008 results, showing they were robust to whether 
or not the Tiljander proxies were inappropriately used.  That would seem to address people's concerns. 
Mann certainly portrayed it as such.  In his published response to McIntyre and McKitrick, he said:

Potential nonclimatic influences on the Tiljander and other proxies were discussed in the SI, which  
showed that none of our central conclusions relied on their use.

The problem is the two tests were performed separately.  One of the central conclusions of the 
2008 paper was its results were robust to the removal of tree ring data.  Removing the Tiljander proxies 
but leaving in the tree ring data cannot show whether or not the Tiljander proxies affect that conclusion. 
The significance of this was shown in an online discussion with one of Mann's friends and colleagues, 
Gavin Schmidt.  Gavin had complained about the futility of responding to critics.  In doing so, he said:

This issue was clearly acknowledged in the M08 paper and both of these possibilities (with and without  
'tiljander') were shown (it made almost no difference to the final reconstruction).

Supp. Fig. S8a

(Note that figure also shows the difference dropping all the tree-ring data makes, and what happens when  
the neither the tree ring data nor the Tiljander proxies are not used).

Gavin clearly recognized the importance of testing the removal of the Tiljander proxies and tree 
ring data at the same time.  Only, his link clearly shows doing so undermines the claims of Mann's 
2008 paper.  In the image he points people to:

http://www.meteo.psu.edu/~mann/supplements/MultiproxyMeans07/NHcps_no7_v_orig_Nov2009.pdf
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/collideascape/2010/06/16/the-main-hindrance-to-dialogue-and-detente/


The original CPS reconstruction shows recent reconstructed temperatures are significantly greater 
than any temperatures in the last ~1700 years.  The CPS reconstruction with both the Tiljander proxies 
and the tree ring data inverts this, with temperatures around 1000 AD being greater than recent 
reconstructed temperatures.

The same is true for the EIV reconstruction.  In response to critics pointing out the silliness of only 
removing one questionable data set at a time, Mann added a figure like that above for his EIV 
reconstruction to the Supplementary Material for his 2009 follow-up paper.  Yes, a different paper.  He 
didn't add it to the material for the paper being discussed.  Schmidt explains the addition:

The original supplementary material included reconstructions with and without the Tijlander proxies  
(addressing Amac's point). The additional test (removing tree rings and Tijlander at the same time) was  
added later (addressing willis's point), after claims (from CA and repeated here) that this was somehow a  
deliberate omission. 

It is difficult to see how it could have been anything other than a deliberate omission given the 
figure:

http://www.meteo.psu.edu/holocene/public_html/supplements/MultiproxySpatial09/SuppInfo.pdf


Contradicts what the 2008 paper says.  The figure for the paper:

Figure S8: Sensitivity of NH mean reconstruction to exclusion of selected proxy record. Reconstructions  
based on "all proxy" network (red, with two standard error region shown in yellow) proxy network with  
all tree-ring records removed (blue), proxy network with a group of 7 long-term proxy with greater  
uncertainties and/or potential biases as discussed in ref. S1 (brown) and both tree-ring data and the  
group of 7 records removed (green; dashed before AD 1500 indicates reconstruction no longer passes  
validation).

Explains the green line shows the results of the test.  That line clearly shows removing the 
challenged data has a significant effect on the results.  More importantly, however, is the last note in the 
caption which says the line "dashed before AD 1500 indicates reconstruction no longer passes 
validation."  Schmidt later admitted the same point at the blog he shares with Michael Mann

Since the no-dendro CPS version only validates until 1500 AD (Mann et al (2008) ), it is hardly likely that  
the no-dendro/no-Tilj CPS version will validate any further back, so criticising how bad the 1000 AD  
network is using CPS is hardly germane. Note too that while the EIV no-dendro version does validate to  
1000 AD, the no-dendro/no-Tilj only works going back to 1500 AD (Mann et al, 2009, SI). 

This was an important point so a user asked for clarification:

So just to be clear with regard to your response to 525. Under either method (CPS or EIV) it is not  
possible to get a validated reconstruction to before 1500 without the use of tree rings, or the Tiljander  
sediments. 

Schmidt  responded:

That appears to be the case with the Mann et al 2008 network. 

The summary for Mann's 2008 paper clearly states:

http://www.realclimate.org/index.php/archives/2010/07/the-montford-delusion/


Recent warmth appears anomalous for at least the past 1,300 years whether or not tree-ring data are  
used.

Similar statements are found throughout the text of the paper, such as:

Because this conclusion extends to the past 1,300 years for EIV reconstructions withholding all tree-ring  
data, and because non-tree-ring proxy records are generally treated in the literature as being free of  
limitations in recording millennial scale variability (11), the conclusion that recent NH warmth likely  
exceeds that of at least the past 1,300 years thus appears reasonably robust… 

And:

We place greatest confidence in the EIV reconstructions, particularly back to A.D. 700, when a skillful  
reconstruction as noted earlier is possible without using tree-ring data at all. 

But as Gavin Schmidt, friend and colleague of Michael Mann points out, that is only true if one 
includes the Tiljander proxies.  This is the same person mentioned in Mann's acknowledgments:

An extra special thanks to Gavin Schmidt not only for the invaluable feedback on the final book draft but  
for his friendship, support, and sage advice over the years.

If that's not enough, Mann's own Supplementary Material (albeit, for a different paper) states the 
same thing.

Tiljander
Now that the Tiljander series have been established as necessary for Mann's 2008 paper to get a 

hockey stick without using tree ring data, it's important to look at those proxies.  As previously quoted, 
Mann's Supplementary Material said:

the four Tijander et al. (12) series used (see Fig. S9) for which the original authors note that human  
effects over the past few centuries unrelated to climate might impact records

It is cheeky to say human influences "might impact records" when Mia Tiljander, the person 
responsible for the data, explicitly stated:

Since the early 18th century, the sedimentation has clearly been affected by increased human impact and  
therefore not useful for paleoclimate research.

She could not have been more clear in saying the Tiljander proxies shouldn't be used after ~1700. 
Mann apparently disregarded this, claimed she only felt the proxies "might" be corrupted and used the 
Tiljander proxies as his only source of his touted non-dendro reconstruction.  

But Mann's misrepresentations of the Tiljander data do not stop there.  According to him, there are 
four Tiljander series: Lightsum, Darksum, Thickness and X-ray Density (XRD). That's not true.  You 
see, Thickness and XRD are measured. The thickness of a sample is easily measured (such as with a 
caliper). An x-ray is then taken. Like in all x-rays, there is some light and some darkness in the result. 
The relationship between them gives a ratio of light to dark, or a “density.” 

Lightsum and Darksum are just the total amounts of light and darkness. That’s easy to calculate if 
you know the proportions of light and dark (given by XRD) and the total thickness. You just multiply.

Multiplying two measurements (XRD and Thickness) does not magically produce new 
measurements.  It does not produce new data.  It does not produce new information.  It just makes 

http://ethesis.helsinki.fi/julkaisut/mat/geolo/vk/tiljander/holocene.pdf


looking for certain things easier.  That's perfectly fine, but it does not excuse using two proxies a total 
of four times like Mann did.

Having established these double-counted Tiljander proxies were necessary for Mann's 2008 results 
despite the data being corrupted after 1700, it is important to consider if there is any merit in their use. 
After all, even if the portion after 1700 is unusable, the portion prior to 1700 might be usable.  

The problem with this idea is one has to find some way to associate proxies from Nature with 
temperature as we measure it.  Mann 2008 does this by "calibrating"its proxies against the modern 
instrumental record.  Since that record only exists in more recent times, Mann 2008 does its calibration 
over the 1850-1995 period.  If the Tiljander data is corrupted from ~1700 on, there's no way to calibrate 
the pre-1700 period against the modern instrumental record.  The essential, double-counted data Mann 
2008 relies on is simply meaningless for the paper.

This finally brings us back to the "bizarre" and "nonsensical" idea Mann 2008 used data upside 
down.  Mann dismissed this idea in regard to his CPS methodology by saying it "used an objective 
procedure for determining" the orientation of data.  That "objective procedure" is the calibration 
process where proxies are compared to the modern instrumental record for the area they're in.  Or 
rather, one of the areas they're in.  Rather than calibrate proxies against the nearest instrumental data 
point, the  Supplementary Material explains:

To pass screening, a series was required to exhibit a statistically significant (P < 0.10) correlation with  
either one of the two closest instrumental surface temperature grid points over the calibration interval 

Calibrating against one of two nearby data points is not just strange.  It directly impacts results 
reported by the authors:

Although 484 (40%) pass the temperature screening process over the full (1850–1995) calibration  
interval, one would expect that no more than 150 (13%) of the proxy series would pass the screening  
procedure described above by chance alone.

The 13% figure was calculated for comparisons against a single data point.  Using two data points 
practically doubles the chance of success, meaning ~300 proxies would have been expected to pass the 
screening by chance alone.

That's a minor detail though.  What's relevant to the Tiljander proxies is the CPS methodology 
requires they have a positive correlation with the modern instrumental record to be used (i.e. pass 
screening).  That should not happen with all four Tiljander proxies.  As Mia Tiljander explains:

High X-ray density corresponds to high amount of mineral matter (light grey value tints in X-ray film) and  
low X-ray density corresponds to dark grey values caused by a higher proportion of organic matter.

High XRD means high Lightsum. Low XRD means high Darksum. Therefore, Lightsum and 
Darksum must have opposite patterns. High values in one must indicate low values in the other. Of 
high values in one indicate warmer temperatures, high values in the other must indicate cooler 
temperatures. And no matter what, XRD and Lightsum must indicate the same thing.

Additionally, high amounts of mineral matter mean high Lightsum and XRD values. High amounts of  
organic material mean high Darksum values. With that in mind, Tiljander says:

The layer above the mineral matter is defined as organic, because of the less dense structure in X-

http://www.climateaudit.info/pdf/others/Tiljanderetal.pdf


ray images and low grey-scale values. A thick organic lamina probably indicates a warm summer and a 
relatively long growing season.

Tiljander says thicker organic layers (lamina) indicate higher temperatures. That means higher 
Darksum values indicate warmer temperatures while higher Lightsum/XRD values indicate lower 
temperatures. Thickness won’t have any coherent climatic interpretation since it is the sum of Lightsum 
and Darksum.

Given higher Darksum values should indicate higher temperatures, one would expect a positive 
correlation between Darksum and the modern instrumental record as it shows warming.  Lightsum and 
XRD would have negative correlations, and Thickness would have no correlation.  That's not what 
Mann found.  Because the recent portion of the Tiljander proxies had been corrupted, Mann found 
positive correlations for all "four proxies":

Darksum: 0.3066
Lightsum: 0.2714
Thickness: 0.2987
XRD: 0.1232
Which he took as proof he had four proxies which showed warming in recent times.  He concluded 

this despite the fact his conclusion runs directly contrary to what Tiljander said rising Lightsum and 
XRD values would indicate.  His "objective procedure" gave the wrong orientation for two of the four 
Tiljander "proxies" because those data for those proxies in the screening period was corrupted.

More specifically, CPS calculated correlation for these series based on the orientation of the series 
as they were presented.  If a series went up, that was taken as proof of warming.  That would have been 
true even if the series was something like the amount of ice in an area, which could go up as 
temperatures drop.

But maybe that's not the "objective procedure" Mann referred to.  Maybe CPS just accepting 
whatever orientation data is presented in is what Mann meant when he said on of their "methods didn't 
assume any orientation."  That'd be silly as CPS assumed whatever orientation this data was presented 
in was  right-side up, but who knows?  Mann certainly doesn't try to make things clear.

Either way, what is clear is EIV is no better.  EIV is similar to CPS in that it calibrates its proxies 
against the instrumental temperature record.  A key difference is EIV doesn't use local instrumental 
temperatures, but rather, the temperatures of whatever area is being examined (northern hemisphere, 
entire globe, etc.).  Another key difference is EIV doesn't examine proxies individually.  Instead, it tries 
to combine all the proxies together and match them against the targeted temperature all at once.  

It does this by figuring out which way of combining the proxies gives the closest match to the 
targeted temperatures.  It can modify the proxies its combining by multiplying them by any number 
(called a "scaling"), positive or negative, to achieve that "best fit."  Of course, multiplying a series by a 
negative number will turn it upside down.

There's a final detail which makes things very peculiar.  Mann created both his original and follow-
up hockey stick graphs in pieces with results for periods like 1400-1450 and 1450-1500 calculated 
separately then spliced together.  The reason was different proxies covered different periods, so by 
calculating each period individually, data could be used whenever it was available.  That makes sense, 
and normally, it wouldn't be a problem.

http://www.meteo.psu.edu/holocene/public_html/supplements/MultiproxyMeans07/1209proxynames.xls


But what happens when you estimate your "best fit" multiple times?  Each time you estimate it, 
you have to recalculate your scaling factors.  That means for his EIV reconstruction, Mann could 
modify his proxies in different ways for every period he looked at.  Here is a figure showing the 
proxies Mann used in his 500 – 600 AD segment (blue – positive orientation, red – negative 
orientation):

This figure, created by an internet commenter who goes by UC, shows each (scaled) proxy in this 
segment.  The graph in the bottom-right corner shows what happens when you add them all together. 
Because these are each added together, the relative importance of each proxy corresponds to its size in 
the figure (which is determined by the scaling factor assigned to the proxy).

All four Tiljander "proxies" are present in this graph, all with a positive orientation like in the CPS 
reconstruction.  Again, that's wrong.  More importantly, this figure shows those four proxies are the 
dominant series in this segment of Mann's reconstruction.  That goes back to the point being discussed 
before, that the Tiljander series are essential for Mann's results.

Things change when we look at the same figure for the segment starting in 600 AD:

http://climateaudit.org/2009/03/18/mann-2008-replication-ii/


Only one proxy was added into the mix for this segment, fisher_1996_cgreenland.  The addition of 
that single proxy managed to cause the results to change dramatically.  The previous step showed a 
strong hockey stick, but with the addition of a single proxy, the results suddenly look nothing like a 
hockey stick.  

And the scaling factors for all the proxies change dramatically.  Ones which were almost 
completely flat before now have significant fluctuations.  Some which previously had a positive 
orientation are now oriented upside down.  That means proxies, including one Tiljander series, were 
used both right-side up and upside down in the same reconstruction.

Bizarre
The most bizarre aspect of the Tiljander issue is not how it was used in Mann 2008.  What's even 

more bizarre is on page 198 of his book, Mann says:



When Science in early September 2009 published an article by Darrell Kaufman and his colleagues  
showing the most dramatic hockey stick yet–a two-thousand-year reconstruction of Arctic temperature  
changes19–Stephen McIntyre and his forces went on the attack on the Internet,20 immediately trumpeting  
the false claim that the work was compromised by bad data, despite the fact that whether or not the  
authors used the data in question made no difference to the result they obtained.

A lot could be said about how Mann claiming something "made no difference to the result" anyone 
obtained appears to have no connection to what effect it actually had.  It certainly didn't with his first 
hockey stick.  For it, he claimed removing tree ring data didn't change his results.  Then, 10 years later, 
he pretended he never said that and acknowledged tree ring data was essential for his results.

The same thing is seen with his 2008 hockey stick.  For it, he claimed removing the Tiljander 
proxies made no difference, but then he showed in the Supplementary Material of one of his (other) 
papers removing them meant he couldn't get a reconstruction without tree ring data like he had claimed.

But in this case, none of that matters.  The “data in question” in this quote are the Tiljander 
proxies, which were once again used upside down.  Because of pressure from critics like Steve 
Mcintyre, a few months after the Kaufman paper came out, a corrigendum was published to correct a 
number of errors in the paper's data.  The data set now includes the note:

Record 20 was corrected to reflect the original interpretation of Tiljander et al. (S32) that X-ray density is  
related inversely to temperature.

It's bizarre.  Mann draws his readers' attention to a case where the Tiljander proxies were used 
upside down just like he had done to paint his critics in a bad light.  He does so even though those were 
right.  The people they criticized agreed they were right.  The work they criticized was corrected 
because of their criticisms.  The authors even say:

We thank H. McCulloch and others who have pointed out errors and have offered suggestions. The  
original conclusions of the paper have been strengthened as a result.

But the most bizarre part of all this is the authors of the Kaufman paper are:

Kaufman, D.S., D.P. Schneider, N.P. McKay, C.M. Ammann, R.S. Bradley, K.R. Briffa, G.H. Miller, B.L.  
Otto-Bliesner, J.T. Overpeck, B.M. Vinther, and Arctic Lakes 2k Project Members

R.S. Bradley is Raymond Bradley.  He is a frequent co-author of Michael Mann.  He co-authored 
Mann's original hockey stick, and he co-authored Mann's 2008 hockey stick.  Both the Kaufman paper 
and Mann's 2008 hockey stick used Tiljander proxies upside down.  Bradley acknowledges it for the 
Kaufman paper, saying critics who pointed out the mistake helped improve his work.

That Mann would cite this as an example of his critics being horrible people is bizarre.

http://web.archive.org/web/20110801000000*/http://www.arcus.org/synthesis2k/synthesis/kaufman2009arctic.xls
http://web.archive.org/web/20110708100328/http://www.arcus.org/synthesis2k/synthesis/Correction_and_Clarification.pdf


Conclusion
No resource could ever hope to cover all the problems in Michael Mann's book, much less his 

scientific publications.  There are too many to document.  For every point I've covered, there are at 
least a dozen I have not.  For every paper I've discussed, there are a dozen I have not.  And yet, it all 
boils down to the same basic problems, the problems shown in the Soon & Baliunas affair.

When examining past temperatures, Soon & Baliunas didn't ensure they were getting a consistent 
signal across the globe.  This can result in drawing conclusions about temperatures of a time from data 
for a small region.  That is bad.  It is also bad when Michael Mann and his co-authors do the exact 
same thing.  It is also bad when the dozens of paper I didn't discuss do the exact same thing.

Soon & Baliunas conflated temperature and precipitation signals.  Mann and his co-authors did the 
exact same thing, but there is a more general problem.  People in this field often just don't ensure their 
proxies actually reflect what they're being used to measure.  It can involve using precipitation proxies 
to estimate temperatures, but it can also just involve using corrupted data because the data gives the 
"right" results.  

Soon & Baliunas didn't ensure their data series could reflect the most recent temperature trends. 
Mann and his colleagues did the same.  When their data series didn't reflect they most recent 
temperature trends, they altered their results to better match the recent temperature trends.  Or they just 
deleted parts of their results.  

Mann's 2008 paper goes even further.  It uses the Briffa data which was truncated at 1960 for not 
showing the right results, but it then filled in the missing data with new data.  From the Supplementary 
Material:

Because of the evidence for loss of temperature sensitivity after ~1960 (1), MXD data were eliminated for  
the post-1960 interval. The RegEM algorithm of Schneider (9) was used to estimate missing values for  
proxy series terminating before the 1995 calibration interval endpoint, based on their mutual covariance  
with the other available proxy data over the full 1850–1995 calibration interval.

A total of 95 proxies received this treatment.  Nearly 100 proxies had data deleted because they 
didn't show the right results, and then, had new data just added on.  That's not acceptable.  Or at least, it 
shouldn't be.  What is true for Soon & Baliunas should be true for everybody in the field.  But it's not. 
Anybody can do the same things Soon & Baliunas did, to far greater extents, and it's okay as long as 
they get results everybody else is okay with. 

That's not okay.  Behavior like that is inexcusable.  Global warming is a serious issue.  It should be 
treated seriously, especially by the people who are studying it.  This culture of gatekeeping which exists 
whereby any behavior is fine if it gets the "right" results helps ensure the climate science field will not 
be trusted.  


